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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Under Ontario Regulations 508/18, public sector agencies in Ontario must report annual energy 

consumption and develop a five - year conservation and demand management plan intended to reduce 

energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. This is an update to the plan developed under the 

Green Energy Act (O. Reg. 397/11) for the period 2014 to 2019.  

During this period, energy management initiatives achieved the following results: 

 7,441,902 kWh reduction in electricity use 

 32,814 m3 reduction in natural gas use 

 53,200 litres reduction in fuel use 

 518 tonnes reduction in CO2e emissions. 

The City of Kitchener is committed to energy management and environmental stewardship and has 

developed policies, plans and initiatives to support this focus.  

In April 2019, City of Kitchener Council adopted a Corporate Climate Action Plan (CorCAP), which 

includes both adaptation and mitigation strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the risks 

associated with climate change. Actions identified in the Energy Conservation Demand Management 

Plan (ECDMP) are intended to reduce energy consumption and are consistent with the strategies of the 

CorCAP. 

An absolute reduction target of 8% by 2026 from 2016 levels has been set for all corporate operations. 

Between 2010 and 2016, GHG emissions were reduced from 13,058 tCO2e to 10,397 tCO2e and is 

projected to be 9,395 tCO2e by 2026.  

In the ECDMP plan, projects related to buildings, including pumping stations, fleet and outdoor lighting 

have been identified.  Corporate-wide processes and programs relevant to these operational areas are 

also outlined in the ECDMP. 

To leverage the full value of these energy management activities, a strategic approach to integrate 

energy management and sustainability into business decision-making, policies and operating procedures 

is necessary. The City of Kitchener is committed to managing energy-related and climate-related costs 

and risks to provide organizational and community benefits and support other key strategic plans. 
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 2.0 CONTEXT 
 

2.1 PROVINCIAL REGULATIONS 
 

The Green Energy Act including Ontario Regulations 397/11 was introduced in the provincial legislature 

in 2011. Under this legislation, municipalities and other public sector agencies were required to report 

annual energy consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in designated facilities, starting July 1, 

2013.  Additionally, municipalities were required to develop and make publicly available a five-year 

energy conservation and demand management plan by July 1, 2014 with updates every five years after.  

In December 2018, The Green Energy Repeal Act was passed, to remove that act and all related 

regulations. However, various provisions were amended to the Electricity Act, 1998. Under the 

Electricity Act, Ontario Regulations 507/18 replaced O. Reg. 397/11, which maintained the requirement 

for broader public sector energy reporting and conservation and demand management plans.  

Under both regulations, the energy consumption and GHG emissions for most City of Kitchener facilities 

must be reported annually.  This specifically includes: 

 Administrative offices, including municipal council chambers 

 Cultural facilities, indoor recreation facilities and community centres 

 Fire stations and associated offices 

 Storage facilities where equipment or vehicles are maintained, repaired or stored 

 Buildings or facilities related to the treatment or pumping of water or sewage 

 Parking garages 

 

2.2 PARTNERS FOR CLIMATE PROTECTION 
 

The City of Kitchener is a voluntary participant in the Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) program.  

PCP is a joint partnership between the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and the 

International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) – Local Governments for Sustainability, 

intended to support municipalities in their efforts to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and take 

action on climate change.  

The PCP has a five milestone reporting framework that participants must follow: 

 Milestone 1:  Create a corporate emissions inventory and forecast 

 Milestone 2:  Set corporate GHG reduction target 

 Milestone 3:  Develop a corporate Climate Action Plan 

 Milestone 4:  Implement Climate Action Plan 

 Milestone 5:  Monitor progress and report results 

In 2013, the City of Kitchener completed Milestone 1; an inventory and forecast based on 2010 data and 

committed to further developing a corporate climate action plan. In 2018, a corporate climate action 

plan was developed with an updated forecast based on 2016 inventory and consumption.  Further 

details are provided in Section 2.4 of this report. 
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2.3 BUILDING ADAPTIVE AND RESILIENT COMMUNITIES 
 

ICLEI also provides a program called Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities (BARC) and The City of 

Kitchener is a subscriber to that program.  This program is focused on the risk and vulnerability of 

corporations and communities to the impacts of climate change and climate adaptation. 

Similar to PCP, a five milestone framework must to be followed: 

 Initiate: Plan for adaptation and establish support 

 Research: Develop an understanding of climate impacts 

 Plan: Set adaptation goals and objectives 

 Implement: Take action on climate adaptation strategies 

 Monitor / Review: Assess if goals and objectives have been achieved.  Identify any issues and 

develop solutions 

 

2.4 CORPORATE CLIMATE ACTION PLAN 
 

Recently, the City of Kitchener released Kitchener: Changing for Good, subtitled our corporate climate 

action plan for sustainability. This comprehensive document combines the requirements of the PCP and 

BARC programs and identifies a series of actions that will reduce carbon emissions from our operations 

and strengthen resiliency to continue providing valued services to Kitchener residents.  

The Corporate Climate Action Plan achieves Milestone 3 (plan), and sets the stage for reaching 

Milestones 4 (implementation) and 5 (monitoring) in both frameworks. 

The City of Kitchener’s Corporate Climate Action Plan (CorCAP) presents a detailed and integrated 

approach to achieve its target, by means of a series of eight overarching goals to:  

1. Maximize facility-level efficiency and resilience. 

2. Optimize and innovating City fleet through technology, alternative fuels and electrification. 

3. Upgrade and standardizing outdoor lighting to LED technology; where applicable, with controls. 

4. Complete a comprehensive review of the existing waste program to improve and expand 

diversion.  

5. Plan and implement climate adaptation initiatives through engagement, policy and projects that 

improve resiliency to impacts that pose risk to the corporation. 

6. Generate and manage robust data to analyze, forecast, and report on findings and trends to 

inform strategic planning, business operations and project level performance. 

7. Guide decision making for broad support of greenhouse gas emission reduction and resiliency to 

climate change.  

8. Improve engagement and two-way communication between corporate stakeholders by 

optimizing existing channels and creating new ones. 

The CorCAP plan aims to achieve meaningful and measurable carbon emissions reductions throughout 

the City’s operational areas, while also adapting to impacts resulting from climate change. An absolute 

greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction target of 8% by 2026, from 2016 levels, has been selected through 
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inventorying and forecasts. The GHG reduction target is an ambitious one considering the significant 

reductions that have taken place between the first inventory in 2010 and the updated baseline in 2016. 

(See Figure 1)  

In 2010, GHG emissions were 13,058 metric tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent or “tCO2 e.” This is a 

term for describing different greenhouse gases in a common unit. For any quantity and type of 

greenhouse gas, CO2e signifies the amount of CO2 which would have the equivalent global warming 

impact. By 2016, GHG emissions were 10,397 tCO2e and is projected to be 9,395 tCO2 e by 2026. 

 

 

The corporate carbon baseline inventory and projection was prepared following the International Local 

Government Greenhouse Gas Analysis Protocol and considered emissions related to buildings, fleet, 

outdoor lighting, wastewater pumping and corporate waste. In this inventory, buildings includes all 

structures owned by the City of Kitchener, such as rink sheds and comfort stations in parks, not just 

occupied facilities or those reported under O.Reg 507/18. 
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2.5 CONSERVATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT PLAN 2019-2023 
 

This document meets the City of Kitchener’s obligation under O. Reg. 507/18 to provide:  

“a description of previous, current and proposed measures for reducing the amount of energy 

consumed by the public agency’s operations and for managing the public agency’s demand for 

energy, including a forecast of the expected results of the proposed measures.” 

The second requirement, a summary of the City’s annual energy consumption, must be submitted to the 

Ministry of Energy, Northern Development and Mines in a prescribed format using a provincial portal.  

Given the scope of the requirements, this ECDMP will focus on actions related to buildings, including 

pumping stations; fleet; and outdoor lighting included in the CorCAP, which is an overarching document. 

Corporate-wide programs and processes are also included. 
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3.0 COMMITMENT 
 

3.1 COUNCIL RESOLUTION 
 

Council considered the City of Kitchener Corporate Climate Action Plan on April 15, 2019 and the 

following resolution was passed: 

“That the Corporate Climate Action Plan be endorsed, in principle, subject to action items being 

approved through future budget deliberations and in business plans, as outlined in 

Development Services Report 19-094; and, 

That staff be directed to complete a 3-year monitoring program on the Corporate Climate Action 

Plan, to assess the 8% absolute greenhouse gas (GHG) emission target, with possible 

consideration for establishing a greater GHG reduction target; and 

That the City of Kitchener update the corporate green building design from  LEED ®-Gold for new 

city facilities greater than 500 m2 to an energy intensity based target of 25% energy 

improvement above Ontario Building Code regulations or Net Zero Ready/Net Zero energy, 

where site conditions allow;…” 

 

3.2 STRATEGIC PLANS 
 

The City of Kitchener has demonstrated an ongoing commitment to energy management and 

environmental stewardship. This commitment is a fundamental part of the City of Kitchener’s strategic 

goals and a priority for Council, the corporation and the community as a whole.  

In response to community input, the City has developed policies, plans and initiatives to support several 

areas of focus, such as air quality; water resources; energy; resource consumption; environmental 

education and natural heritage and recreational amenities.  

The development and implementation of energy conservation and demand management plans supports 

the community priorities and focus the Corporation’s efforts to achieve efficiencies in facility and 

equipment operations.  At the organizational level, endorsement from senior management 

demonstrates the commitment and leadership required to complete the plan, and reinforce the 

collective responsibility of all staff to use energy resources wisely. 
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 4.0 SUMMARY OF CONSUMPTION AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
 

As required under O.Reg. 507/18, The City of Kitchener’s most recent energy consumption submission 

for the 65 facilities and pumping stations that must be reported is 2017 data. In total, 26,176,562 

kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electricity and 2,427,449 cubic metres (m³) of natural gas were consumed in 

2017. This resulted in the production of 5,735.31tonnes of GHG.  

By comparison, in 2011, the first year for required reporting, electricity consumption was 26,976,064 

kWh and gas consumption was 2,755,280 m³, resulting in 7,853.9 tonnes of GHG emissions.  

The CorCAP baseline inventory included all facilities and pumping stations, not only buildings reported 

under O.Reg 507/18. By sector, the operations of buildings is responsible for the majority of emissions, 

followed by fleet, street lighting, waste water pumping stations and corporate waste, as shown in Figure 

1.  

 

  Figure 2: Corporate Emissions by Sector (2016) 
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5.0 INITIATIVES 2014-2019 
 

5.1 BUILDINGS 
 

In the past five years, 51 projects, representing a capital investment of $2.72 million, and approximately 

$375,000 in savings have been completed in city facilities. Examples of projects include lighting retrofits 

or replacements to LED; the installation of system monitoring and controls; major HVAC upgrades; 

building envelope improvements and heat recovery projects. These projects achieved reductions of: 

32,814M3 of natural gas; 2,141 902 kWh of electricity and 158 tonnes of CO2e. 

Initiatives to improve the efficiency of City facility operations in other areas were also implemented 

between 2014 and 2019.  For example, a rainwater harvesting system was installed at the Kitchener 

Operations Facility in 2017. This system takes rainwater from the large roof area and uses it for toilet 

flushing and fleet vehicle washing. Over 5 million litres of treated water have been saved annually and 

nearly $18,000 in cost savings have been realized by this project. 

A complete list of all previous facility projects can be found in Appendix A: Energy Management Projects 

2014 to 2018.  

 

5.2 FLEET 
 

Recent energy conservation projects in the Fleet division have included electric vehicles and equipment 

and converting to alternative fuels. Currently, four vehicles, three motorcycles and 13 pieces of small 

equipment, such as mowers, line trimmers and chainsaws are electric. An additional nine vehicles have 

been converted to propane and biodiesel is used as an alternative fuel wherever possible.  Between 

2016 and 2018, Fleet invested $277,000 into these projects and realized $48,000 in cost savings; 

reduced fuel consumption by 53,200 litres; and reduced GHG emissions by 200 tCO2e per year.  

 

5.3 OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
 

Greenhouse Gas emissions from the City’s outdoor lighting decreased 60% between 2016 and 2018. This 

is primarily the result of a $6.6 million project to convert 15,000 streetlights to LED, with additional 

capacity for a smart grid and controls. With consumption reduced by 5,300,000 kWh and annual cost 

savings of $1.2 million, a payback period of 5 years and annual GHG reduction of 160 tCO2e can be 

achieved.  
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 6.0 RENEWABLE ENERGY 
 

When the Kitchener Operations Facility was under construction in 2010, a 500-kilowatt photovoltaic 

solar system was installed on the roof.  At the time, it was the largest rooftop photovoltaic solar system 

in Canada, with 2,660 panels expected to produce enough electricity to run 75 homes for a year and 

offsetting about 600 tonnes of carbon emissions annually.  The system came online in March 2011 and 

produced 497,397 kWh in 2011.  The annual production is shown in Table 1 below:  

Year kWh Produced 

2011 497,397 

2012 650,120 

2013 600,854 

2014 587,383 

2015 662,373 

2016 685,399 

2017 614,603 

2018 617,947 

TOTAL 4,916,076 

AVERAGE ANNUAL kWh 614,510 

 

  Table 1: KOF Photovoltaic Solar Array Annual Production, kWh 

During the planning for future construction projects and major renovations, the feasibility of 

incorporating renewable energy sources into the design is considered.  By striving to achieve a low-

carbon standard for new facilities, renewable energy will be an important strategy to achieving Net Zero 

Ready or Net Zero status. 
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7.0 FUTURE INITIATIVES 2019-2023 
 

Energy management is multi-dimensional incorporating three interrelated aspects: 

 Technical aspects of facility and equipment operations; 

 Organizational aspects of policies, processes and management; and 

 Behavioural aspects of the staff and users of facilities and equipment. 

Proposed projects for buildings, including pumping stations; fleet and outdoor lighting have been 

selected based on the payback period, alignment to planned projects, equipment replacement 

schedules and strategic goals.  Corporate wide processes and programs relevant to these operational 

areas are also identified in this section. 

 

7.1 BUILDINGS 
 

Goal:  

Maximize the operating efficiency of facilities and equipment and increase resiliency of assets 

Actions: 

 Complete equipment upgrades or retrofits for energy efficiency 

 Implement equipment controls and sensors to optimize performance 

 Perform preventative and predictive maintenance to extend equipment life 

 Establish process reviews, including scheduling and re-commissioning to analyze operational 

efficiency 

 Design new construction projects to exceed Ontario Building Code energy efficiency 

requirements by  25% at minimum 

 Investigate the feasibility of Net Zero or Net Zero Ready certification for new builds 

 Design and implement deep energy retrofits during major renovations 

Expected Outcomes: 

The proposed actions will reduce energy consumption by approximately 9,300 m3 and 979,616 kWh and 

reduce GHG emissions by 70 tCO2e per year. 
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7.2 FLEET 
 

Goal: 

Optimize and innovate the City’s fleet through technology, alternative fuels and electrification 

Actions: 

 Integrate alternative fuels and related infrastructure equipment into fleet services 

 Purchase electric fleet vehicles and equipment during replacement cycle 

 Review operational requirements and down-size or right-size fleet vehicles and equipment 

 Install anti-idling technology on heavy equipment 

 Develop complementary programs (i.e. vehicle sharing) and education programs (i.e. driver 

behaviour) to support technology implementation 

Expected Outcomes: 

The proposed actions will reduce energy consumption by approximately 136,182 litres of fuel and 

reduce GHG emissions by 649 tCO2e per year. 

 

7.3 OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
 

Goal: 

Upgrade and standardize outdoor lighting to LED technology with controls for further efficiencies, 

functionality and analytics 

Actions: 

 Continue LED retrofits with controls where possible for outdoor lighting applications along 

streets and in parks 

 Identify additional ways to conserve energy by reducing excess lighting levels 

Expected Outcomes: 

The proposed actions will reduce energy consumption by approximately 500,000 kWh and reduce GHG 

emissions by 16 tCO2e per year.  

A detailed summary of proposed projects is included in Appendix C. 
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7.4 PROCESS AND PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS 
 

The ECDMP is intended to support a combined energy management and climate action strategy. The key 
concepts for an integrated approach are capacity building initiatives; cohesive organizational policies 
and procedures; and stakeholder awareness. The following corporate actions relate to these concepts: 

 Complete energy efficiency audits and feasibility studies for facility and equipment assets 

 Complete asset condition assessments and identify opportunities for lifecycle replacements 
combined with efficiency upgrades 

 Perform energy consumption and GHG emissions tracking using billing and GHG accounting 
software and existing data points i.e. BAS, monitoring devices 

 Integrate smart controls in project design and generate energy data for analysis and service 
improvements and efficiency 

 Establish a reserve fund to implement energy savings projects, with financial savings being 
reinvested into the fund 

 Integrate sustainability elements into accounting metrics and associated reporting i.e. Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards 

 Pursue external funding opportunities for sustainability and energy projects 

 Integrate climate indicators into the business planning process 

 Develop a City of Kitchener sustainable purchasing policy and guidelines 

 Incorporate lifecycle costing into project management and procurement policies to reduce 
operating and maintenance costs long-term 

 Develop and adopt a low-carbon standard for new construction including energy efficiency and 
resilience and lifecycle costing and total cost of ownership in capital project budget 

 Develop standards for major renovation projects to include deep energy retrofits, i.e. building 
envelope, fixtures, electrical and mechanical systems 

 Integrate climate (energy and risk) indicators into overall asset condition scoring and business 
continuity plans 

 Build energy and climate indicators into operations and maintenance program 

 Analyze energy expenditures and consumption to identify operations and maintenance process 
improvements 

 Develop a corporate conservation policy and encourage employee and user participation i.e. 
reduce temperatures; water conservation; plug loads 

 Update corporate strategies and policies to include climate related goals 

 Include sustainability statements in human resources and customer service protocols and 
processes 
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8.0 PLAN REVIEW 
 

In 2016, the City of Kitchener implemented a Corporate Sustainability Office to identify and support 

opportunities to improve the efficiency of corporate operations and mitigate costs and risks associated 

with climate changes. This dedicated resource is an important means to help integrate all aspects of 

organization, technical and behavioural changes necessary to reach our reduction targets. 

Engaging in day to day frontline communications to influence behaviour; creating an energy dashboard 

for staff awareness; investigating and leveraging funding and partnership opportunities; or promoting 

learning events are examples of broad cross corporate actions to support the CorCAP and EDMCP plans 

that the Corporate Sustainability Office will undertake.  

Most importantly, the tracking and analysis of data and evaluating the results will determine if changes 

are necessary. Formal reporting to both voluntary and mandated bodies and key stakeholders will 

create transparency and visibility on progress. 

Over the timeframe of this ECDMP, additional projects will emerge that provide opportunities for 

further carbon reductions and resiliency and will be refined based on the related opportunities and 

challenges.  

Available incentives, grants and partnership funding may be an opportunity and a consideration for the 

priority sequence of activities or alternative projects. 

Asset management planning takes into account the potential impacts of climate change and required 

actions to address vulnerabilities or challenges. Building condition assessments and energy audit results 

can be a decision driver to rehabilitate or replace assets and realize adaptation and mitigation goals. 



 
 

APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A – ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROJECTS 2014-2018
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APPENDIX B – GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
 

TERM DEFINITION 
BARC Building Adaptive and Resistant Communities 

BAS  Building  Automation System 

CO2e Carbon Dioxide Equivalent  

CorCAP Corporate Climate Action Plan 

ECDMP Energy Conservation and Demand Management Plan 

FCM Federation of Canadian Municipalities 

GHG Greenhouse Gas 

HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning 

ICLEI International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives – Local 

Governments for Sustainability 

kWh Kilowatt hours 

LED Light Emitting Diodes 

LEED® Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

M3 Cubic metres 

Net Zero A Net Zero building is one where the total amount of energy used by the 
building on an annual basis is roughly equal to the amount of renewable 
energy created on-site. 

PCP Partners for Climate Protection 

t Metric tonnes 

VFD Variable Frequency Drive 

 

 



 
 

APPENDIX C – 2019 TO 2023 ANTICIPATED PROJECTS 
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APPENDIX C CONT’D – 2019 TO 2023 ANTICIPATED PROJECTS 

 




